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FILE MEMO: STRETCH 

SUBJECT: the 7 2 9  Progranri,W’ the Exchange 

,, 

The basic medium speed ex ange was planned to be used with 1/0devices 
ing at  speeds up to 25, OOD bytes per second. The impetus to this de- 
was the fact  that the 729 11 was to operate a t  1 1/ZX speeds, i. e. at  
bytes per  second, The 22,500 figure was rounded to 25,000 to pro 
me safety margin. 

cision, however, has een made to not produce the 7 2 9  11. Thus, the 
pet3 in view are the 729 I at  15,000 bytes per  sec. and the 729 I1 a t  

At06 t imes 729 I speed. To the Exchange this means that there is no equip- 
ment in sight that operates in the iX to 3X range. In fact, if 729 111 achievee 

$peed, then the only thing in  the 1X to 5X speed range is the direct  access 
disks which can operate at 4X speed. 1 

Now consider the role of 1X and 4 to 6X tapes in a Stretch system. F d r  a 
basic input-output tape it is economically more desi’rable to use  1X tape than 0 4 t o & X  tape, assuming the 4. to 6;X tape price may be at leaet double that of 
the 1X tape, (See my memo of 4-30-57 on card-to-tape operations. ) 

a desired to load 4 to 6 X tape from carder, it is more  efficient to first 
1X tape and then transfer to faster tape.,2 The 729 I also plays the role 

of communications tape. Thie makes 700-series auxiliary equipment usable 
fo r  Stretch customers. The 4 t o 6 X  tape will  be used for auxiliary storage, 
e. g. for mas te r  files. It competes admirably with the proposed 1OX tape as 

ate, because its development is considerably more advanced. Should the 
r a m  fail o r  be late, the 729 XI1 can perform the auxiliary storage func-

a 1OX computer. It may be enough for certain customers anyway, 
s tomers  may have reasons for  having both 4 to &X and 1OX tapes. 

engineering point of view, Exchange capacitites are determined by 
rate  of the fastest external unit that it services. This means that 
Exchange is subject to the limitations of a 25,000 byteslsec external 

does not exist and is not even proposed! Further,  word assembly by 

y of 400 bpi permits this. See San Jose report  of December 1956 on ; 
Stseteh diske. 

0 2 Tkis is true even with a 1000 cpm card-reader.  
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bytes becomes less and less efficient 8 8  the speed of the external unit becomes 
higher and higher. Present  indication6 imply that above 3X speeds such word 

bly is impractical in the Exchange and that at that speed serious curtail- 
ment in number of channels would be necessary. 

It is proposed, therefore, tliat the  basic exchange be designed to accommodate 
external units with speeds up to 15,000 bytes per second. 

It is proposed that the 1OX Exchange be designed to accommodate units in the 
speed range from 15,000 t s  ISP, O W  bytes per  second 

This proposed relaxation of requirements for the basic Exchange gives i t  
a potential of many more channel8 that can operate simultaneously. Future 
expansion is thus aseured; more channels mban more of the same hardware 
(higher p r i ce  to the customer and profit to IBM) rather than redesign and re- 

The second proposal provides a 1OX Exchange to handle 4 to  6X and 1OX tapes--
units that a r e  in a sense substitutes for one another. Thus, a customer can 
substitute 10X tapes for 729 111 tapes without buying a new Exchange and pay 
for unused capacity in h i s  basic Exchaage. Similarly he does not need t o ' b q  a 

r of 1OX tapes to justify having a 1OX Exchange; 729 111 tapes and direct 
diske can use some of this capacity. 

b 

many choices the physical form of these two Exchanges may take. 
sic Exchange there is the byte crosspoint, Prhared channel form o r  

redibens3onedforrn with no crosspoint switch. (See my memo of 
on this topic). For the 1OX Exchange higher performance equipment 

more elaborate buffering, a byte croaspoint is a possibility, and a 
point may be feasible. t 

acity of the basic Exchange one would hope that the maximum be set  
no lower than enough to do simultaneously 3 card-to-tape, 3 tape-to-print, 1 
tape-to-punch*, and 2 1X tape-to.10X tape operations. This calls for 12 channels 
and 18 external units. Six standby units would ewell  the number of external units 
to 24: Some 729 I tapes would also be used by the major programs in the machine. 
These would be low activity tapes where higher  speeds a r e  not required but many 
files are. A conservative estimate here would call for eight  tapes and four 
channels to service them. Thus, the least upper bounds should be 16 channels and 
32 external units. 

0 

For the capacity of the 1OX Exchange one should observe that some external 
units are communicating with 1X tape, some (the disks) are communicating 

0 * The cu'stomer has this facility now at  705 installations using auxiliary equipment. 
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with low speed (inquiry stations),  and some a r e  devoted to  the computer 0 *processing of one o r  m o r e  ma jo r  programs.  A conservative least  upper 
bound here  is 6 channels and 14 external units. 

It is probably t r u e  that some installations will request m o r e  extkrnal units. 
One 705 installation current ly  has 3% input-output devices. Average number 
of external  units f o r  the la rger  705 installations is 24. One would expect a 
u s e r  of a 1OX computer to need m o r e  units than the user  of a 705. 

The Gigma installation is not expected to  have these external unit requirements.  
It will need the ent i re  line of input-output equipment but not in the same quantity 
as the Harvest  u se r .  Some Sigma u s e r s  may be willing to pay a high pr ice  
i n  inefficient communication with lOOX tape f o r  the sake of not purchasing any units 
in  the 1OX range. Combined Sigma - Harvest installations will have heavy 
external  unit requirements.  

4Jack C. Gibson 
JCG / j v r  
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